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High Availability for Oracle Database with IBM PowerHA 
SystemMirror and IBM Spectrum Virtualize HyperSwap

This IBM® Redpaper™ publication describes the use of the IBM Spectrum™ Virtualize 
HyperSwap® function to provide a high availability (HA) storage infrastructure for Oracle 
databases across metro distances, using the IBM SAN Volume Controller. The HyperSwap 
function is available on all IBM storage technologies that use IBM Spectrum Virtualize™ 
software, which include the IBM SAN Volume Controller, IBM Storwize® V5000, IBM Storwize 
V7000, IBM FlashSystem® V9000, and IBM Spectrum Virtualize as software. 

The following reference architectures are covered: 

� Active-Passive Oracle on IBM PowerHA® with HyperSwap

Single instance Oracle database on IBM PowerHA SystemMirror® with SAN Volume 
Controller HyperSwap. 

� Active-Active Oracle RAC with HyperSwap

Oracle RAC Extended Distance Cluster with SAN Volume Controller HyperSwap.

This paper focuses on the functional behavior of HyperSwap when subjected to various 
failure conditions and provides detailed timings and error recovery sequences that occur in 
response to these failure conditions. 

This paper does not provide the details necessary to implement the reference architectures 
(although some implementation detail is provided).
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Introduction to HyperSwap

The IBM HyperSwap function is a high availability feature that provides dual-site, active-active 
access to volumes. HyperSwap functions are available on all systems running IBM Spectrum 
Virtualize that are supporting more than one I/O group.

HyperSwap volumes have a copy at one site and a copy at another site. Data that is written to 
the volume is automatically sent to both copies; if one site is no longer available, either site 
can provide access to the volume.

To construct HyperSwap volumes, active-active relationships are created between copies at 
each site. These relationships automatically run and switch direction according to which copy 
or copies are online and up to date. The relationships provide access to whichever copy is up 
to date through a single volume. Relationships can be grouped into consistency groups in the 
same way as Metro Mirror and Global Mirror relationships. 

When the system topology is set for HyperSwap, each node, controller, and host in the 
system configuration must have a site attribute set to 1 or 2. Both nodes of an I/O group must 
be at the same site along with the controller that is providing the managed disks to that I/O 
group. When managed disks are added to storage pools, their site attributes must match. This 
requirement ensures that each copy in a HyperSwap volume is fully independent and is at a 
distinct site.

The Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) protocol allows storage devices to indicate the 
preferred ports for hosts to use when they submit I/O requests. Using the Asymmetric Logical 
Unit Access (ALUA) state for a volume, a storage controller can inform the host of which paths 
are active and which ones are preferred. In a HyperSwap system topology, the system 
suggests that the host use “local” nodes over remote nodes. A local node is a node that is 
configured at the same site as the host.
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Figure 1 shows an overview of a generic HyperSwap topology.

Figure 1   HyperSwap system topology

Implications of inter-site latency on performance 

The HyperSwap cluster maintains a primary and secondary volume relationship as 
determined by the replication direction. When the replication direction is from Site1 to Site2 
(Site1 → Site2), the primary volumes will be on Site1; when the replication direction is from 
Site2 to Site1 (Site2 → Site1), the primary volumes will be on Site2. 

Read operations that occur on primary volumes will be satisfied directly from the respective 
site, whereas read operations that occur on secondary volumes will be forwarded to the 
remote site for execution and will therefore incur additional latency attributed to the inter-site 
latency. HyperSwap minimizes the impact of inter-site latency by automatically switching the 
replication direction to favor the site with greater than 75% of the write operations. 

With active-active workloads, where I/O is active to both I/O groups simultaneously, a 
performance difference will occur between the two I/O groups with an elevation in read 
response time on the secondary I/O group of a magnitude relative to the inter-site latency. 

Write operations that occur on either primary or secondary volumes will incur additional 
latency attributed to the inter-site latency. This is because of the requirement for all writes to 
be mirrored between sites. 
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With shorter distances between sites, where inter-site latency is low, the impact that 
read-forwarding and write-mirroring have on volume performance is negligible. With longer 
distances and associated higher inter-site latency, the impact on volume performance 
becomes significant. 

For this paper, the distance was simulated using 10 km fiber cables between I/O groups, 
which introduced approximately 100 microseconds between sites. Although the impact this 
latency has on volume response times is small, it does show in the test results and 
demonstrates the influence that inter-site latency will have on HyperSwap in its various 
nominal and degraded states. 

Criteria for replication reversal

HyperSwap will reverse the replication direction when 75% of the total write I/O is processed 
by the secondary volumes of the replication relationship for a sustained period. A sustained 
period can be as long as 20 minutes or as short as 2.5 minutes depending on the I/O 
distribution across sites. For cases where the primary site consistently performs 75% of the 
write activity, such as with an active-passive configuration the reverse will occur 20 minutes 
following a workload shift to the secondary volumes. 

In cases where the workload is more evenly balanced between sites, such as with 
active/active configurations that have instances where 75% of the write activity shifts to the 
secondary volumes for short periods, the reverse can occur in under 20 minutes, and as low 
as 2.5 minutes following a workload shift to the secondary volumes. When a reverse occurs, 
the volumes swap their primary and secondary roles and maintain that relationship until the 
write I/O criteria is met again.

Note regarding performance evaluation

A slight difference exists in nominal response times between Site1 and Site2 that were 
considered in the performance sections of the test case summaries. To remove these 
differences from the evaluation of HyperSwap influence on response time, we use the phrase 
“return to nominal response time for SiteX.”
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HyperSwap configuration

Figure 2 shows the reference HyperSwap configuration used for this paper.

Figure 2   HyperSwap configuration

Hardware
� LPARs: 2 logical partitions (LPARs) on IBM Power Server P770 

(memory: 16 GB; CPU: 2 cores; host bus adapter (HBA): 8 GB Fibre Channel (FC))

� Nodes: 4 SAN Volume Controller DH8 nodes (2 I/O groups); HBA: 8 GB FC; 
cache: 32 GB per node

� Pools: 2 DS8880 SSD pools for back end at Site1 and Site2, 1 DS8700 at Site3 for 
quorum

� Switches: 4 8-GB FC Cisco MDS switches

� Cables: 10 km fiber cables for inter-switch links (ISLs) used to add metro distance latency 
between I/O groups

Software
� Operating system: AIX7.1 TL4 SP3 (SAN boot)
� Multipath: Multipath I/O (MPIO) using default AIXPCM
� Cluster: PowerHA SystemMirror v7.2 standard edition (two-node cluster) 
� Database: Oracle 12c R1
� SAN Volume Controller/Storwize microcode level 7.8.1.0
� Disk based quorum
� IBM Spectrum Control™ v5.2.13.0

Host specifications
� Host type: IBM 9117-MMC
� RAM: 16 GB
� Processor type: PowerPC_POWER7
� Processor speed: 3304 MHz
� Number of processors: 2
� Threads per processor: 4
� System firmware: AM770_112
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AIX hdisk parameters
� algorithm: shortest_queue
� queue_depth: 64
� reserve_policy: no_reserve

HBA specifications and parameters
� HBA make and model: lBM FC 5735
� HBAs: 1
� Ports per HBA: 2
� HBA speed: 8 Gbps, connected at 8 Gbps
� HBA firmware: US2.03X5
� HBA parameters: fc_err_recov=fast_fail, dyntrk=yes

SAN topology

Figure 3 shows the SAN topology diagram.

Figure 3   SAN topology

Public and private SAN

The topology has a public and a private SAN:

� Public SAN (VSAN 100), marked in blue on SAN topology diagram

Site1_Node1_Port1, Site1_Node1_Port2, Site1_Node2_Port1, Site1_Node2_Port2,
Site2_Node3_Port1, Site2_Node3_Port2, Site2_Node4_Port1, Site2_Node4_Port2

� Private SAN (VSAN 200), marked as red in SAN topology diagram

Site1_Node1_Port3, Site1_Node1_Port4, Site1_Node2_Port3, Site1_Node2_Port4,
Site2_Node3_Port3, Site2_Node3_Port4, Site2_Node4_Port3, Site2_Node4_Port4

� Local port masking

Port3 and Port4 on each node are masked (chsystem -localfcportmask 1100)
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ISL configuration
Configuration is as follows:

� Two ISLs (ISL1 and ISL3) in public SAN 
� Two ISLs (ISL2 and ISL4) in private SAN

Host to SAN Volume Controller nodes
Nodes are as follows:

� Site1_host_zoning: 

– Zone_cfg1: Host1_Port1, Site1_Node1_Port1, Site1_Node2_Port1, 
Site2_Node3_Port1, Site2_Node4_Port1

– Zone_cfg2: Host1_Port2, Site1_Node1_Port2, Site1_Node2_Port2, 
Site2_Node3_Port2, Site2_Node4_Port2

� Site2_host_zoning:

– Zone_cfg1: Host2_Port1, Site1_Node1_Port1, Site1_Node2_Port1, 
Site2_Node3_Port1, Site2_Node4_Port1

– Zone_cfg2: Host2_Port2, Site1_Node1_Port2, Site1_Node2_Port2, 
Site2_Node3_Port2, Site2_Node4_Port2

Active-Passive Oracle on PowerHA with HyperSwap

The following test cases are covered in this section:

� Test Case 1: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage
� Test Case 2: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure
� Test Case 3: PowerHA node failover
� Test Case 4: Site failure
� Test Case 5: Quorum site failure

Site configuration

Site1 is the primary production site. All I/O will be performed to Site1 under nominal (fully 
redundant) conditions. Site2 will be failed over to in response to various failure conditions 
introduced by the test cases.

Site1
� Server: ARCPMMC37D47P14 (P14)
� I/O group: 0 (IOG0)

Site2
� Server: ARCPMMC37D47P13 (P13)
� I/O group: 1 (IOG1)

Oracle database configuration
� A 50 GB SOE schema data file, single instance. 

� ASM disk group consists of four 100 GB physical volumes (PVs) configured for 
HyperSwap.

� All volumes (hdisk8, hdisk9, hdisk10, hdisk11) reside in a single consistency group. 
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Test workload
The Swingbench load generator (v2.6) is used to generate transactions against the database. 
We measure and document any interruption that occurred in transaction processing as a 
result of any recovery actions that are invoked in response to failure conditions. 

Figure 4 shows the benchmark configuration and connection pool settings. 

Figure 4   Benchmark configuration and connection pool settings
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Test Case 1: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to 
back-end storage

This test case looks at a loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage.

Objective
Simulate the failure of a back-end storage controller. 

Failure inject method
Remove access from IOG0 to back-end controller ports by using switch zoning.

Figure 5 shows loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage. 

Figure 5   Test Case 1: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes
� Replication reverses and suspends.
� Host I/O continues from host P14 at Site1.
� Front-end volume I/O remains on IOG0 at Site1 and I/O is forwarded to IOG1 at Site2.

MPIO path state changes
� Path failure/recovery.
� Active paths remain on preferred paths to IOG0.
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Host error recovery
Table 1 shows the host error recovery.

Table 1   Host error recovery

Interruption to I/O processing
A 32-second pause occurs during replication-suspend.

Figure 6 shows loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage.

Figure 6   Test Case 1: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage (part of 2 of 3)

Host Label Description

P14 SC_DISK_ERR4 Timeout

P14 SC_DISK_ERR7 Path failure

P14 SC_DISK_ERR9 Path recovery
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Performance
� Read response time increases due to I/O forwarding.
� Write response time drops due to suspension of mirroring (Figure 7).

Figure 7   Test Case 1: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage (part 3 of 3) 

Swingbench statistics (Test Case 1)
Table 2 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 2   Swingbench

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 337,372

Average transactions per second 90.81

Maximum transaction rate 8,653

Total failed Transactions 2
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Test Case 2: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure

This test case examines an SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure.

Objective
Simulate the failure of an SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (both nodes down).

Failure inject method
Remove access to all ports on IOG0 by using switch zoning.

Figure 8 shows the SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure.

Figure 8   Test Case 2: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Replication reverses and suspends.
� Host I/O continues from host P14 at Site1.
� Front-end volume I/O switches from IOG0 at Site1 to IOG1 at Site2. 

MPIO path state changes
� Paths fail over from preferred paths on IOG0 to preferred paths on IOG1. 
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Path states before and after failure inject
Figure 9 shows the path states before/after failure inject.

Figure 9   Path states before and after failure inject

Host error recovery
Table 3 shows the host error recovery.

Table 3   Host error recovery

Host Label Description

P14 FCP_ERR14 Name server reject due to 
device being dropped from the 
fabric

P14 SC_DISK_ERR4 Timeout

P14 SC_DISK_ERR4 No device response

P14 SC_DISK_ERR7 Path failure
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Interruption to I/O processing
A 60-second lapse in I/O occurs due to host error recovery that is associated with loss of 
access to IOG0. See Figure 10.

Figure 10   Test Case 2: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (part 2 of 3) 

Performance
� Read response time shifts to nominal response times for Site2.
� Write response time drops due to suspension of mirroring (Figure 11).

Figure 11   Test Case 2: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (part 3 of 3) 
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Swingbench statistics (Test Case 2)
Table 4 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 4   Swingbench

Test Case 3: PowerHA node failover

This test case examines a PowerHA node failover.

Objective
Simulate the failure of a PowerHA node. 

Failure inject method
Halt IBM AIX® kernel on node P14. 

Figure 12 shows a PowerHA node failover.

Figure 12   Test Case 3: PowerHA node failover (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Host I/O switches from host P14 at Site1 to host P13 at Site2.
� Front-end volume I/O switches from IOG0 at Site1 to IOG1 at Site2. 
� Replication reverses 20 minutes after PowerHA node failover.

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 775,956

Average transactions per second 85.34

Maximum transaction rate 8,624

Total failed transactions 3
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MPIO path state changes
� None

Host error recovery
PowerHA failover occurs due to a node crash. 

Interruption to I/O processing
� PowerHA failover time was 2 minutes and 52 seconds.
� A 27-second pause occurs 20 minutes after failover during replication reversal (Figure 13).

Figure 13   Test Case 3: PowerHA node failover (part 2 of 3)
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Performance
� Read and write response times increase due to I/O forwarding.

� Response times return to nominal response times for Site2 after 20 minutes, when the I/O 
distribution criteria is met, and replication reverses (Figure 14).

Figure 14   Test Case 3: PowerHA node failover (part 3 of 3)

Swingbench statistics (Test Case 3)
Table 5 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 5   Swingbench

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 391,644

Average transactions per second 79.41

Maximum transaction rate 6,970

Total failed Transactions 12,728
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Test Case 4: Site failure

This test case simulates a site failure.

Objective
Simulate the failure of an entire site.

Failure inject method
Simultaneously remove access to all ports on IOG0 using switch zoning and halt AIX kernel 
on node P14. 

Figure 15 shows a site failure.

Figure 15   Test Case 4: Site failure (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Replication reverses and suspends.
� Host I/O switches from host P14 at Site1 to host P13 at Site2.
� Front-end volume I/O switches from IOG0 at Site1 to IOG1 at Site2. 

MPIO path state changes
� None

Host error recovery
PowerHA failover is due to a node crash. 

Interruption to I/O processing
A 4-minute PowerHA failover time occurs. See Figure 16 on page 19.
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Figure 16   Test Case 4: Site failure (part 2 of 3)

Performance
� Read response time changes to nominal read response time for Site2.
� Write response time drops due to suspension of mirroring (Figure 17).

Figure 17   Test Case 4: Site failure (part 3 of 3)
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Swingbench statistics (Test Case 4)
Table 6 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 6   Swingbench

Test Case 5: Quorum site failure

This test case simulates a quorum site failure.

Objective
Simulate a failure or loss of access to the quorum site.

Failure inject method
Remove access to the quorum disk by using switch zoning (Figure 18).

Figure 18   Test Case 5: Quorum site failure

Test results
Loss of access to the quorum disk was completely transparent. No error recovery or 
interruption in I/O occurred. 

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 311,750

Average transactions per second 85.25

Maximum transaction rate 8,314

Total failed transactions 15,259
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Active-Active Oracle RAC with HyperSwap

The following test cases are covered in this section:

� Test Case 6: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage
� Test Case 7: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure
� Test Case 8: RAC node failure
� Test Case 9: Site failure

Site configuration

Both Site1 and Site2 are running the production workload. All I/O will be split between sites 
under nominal (fully redundant) conditions. The Site1 workload will be failed over to Site2 in 
response to various failure conditions introduced by the test cases. 

Site1 
� Server: ARCPMMC37D47P2 (P2)
� I/O group: 0 (IOG0)

Site2
� Server: ARCPMMC37D47P3 (P3)
� I/O group: 1 (IOG1)

Oracle database configuration
� A 50 GB SOE schema data file, database instance orcl1 located on server P2 (Site1) 

and database instance orcl2 located on server P3 (Site2), SCAN listeners located on 
server P2.

� ASM disk group +DATA consists of four 100 GB PVs configured for HyperSwap (hdisk5, 
hdisk6, hdisk7, hdisk8).

� A separate ASM disk group configured for the voting disks. Three voting disks with each 
mapped to a separate storage controller. 

� The ASM heartbeat timeout is set to 120 seconds:

– Parameter| name: _asm_hbeatiowait
– Instance value: 120
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Test workload
The Swingbench load generator is used to generate a transaction against the database. Any 
interruption that occurs in transaction processing as a result of any recovery actions that are 
invoked in response to failure conditions are measured and documented. 

Figure 19 shows the benchmark configuration and connection pool settings.

Figure 19   Benchmark configuration and connection pool settings
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Test Case 6: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to 
back-end storage

This test case simulates the loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage.

Objective
Simulate the failure of a back-end storage controller.

Failure inject method
Remove access from IOG0 to back-end controller ports using switch zoning (Figure 20).

Figure 20   Test Case 6: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Replication reverses and suspends.
� Host I/O continues from host P2 at Site1 and host P3 at Site2.
� Front-end volume I/O on IOG0 at Site1 is forwarded to IOG1 at Site2.

MPIO path state changes
� Path failure/recovery
� I/O remains on initial paths

Host error recovery
Table 7 shows the host error recovery.

Table 7   Host error recovery

Host Label Description

P2 SC_DISK_ERR4 Timeout

P2 SC_DISK_ERR7 Path failure

P2 SC_DISK_ERR9 Path recovery
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Interruption to I/O processing
A 26-second I/O pause occurs during replication reverse and suspend (Figure 21).

Figure 21   Test Case 6: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage (part 2 of 3)

Performance
� Read response time increases on Site1 due to I/O forwarding. 
� Write response time drops due to suspended mirroring (Figure 22).

Figure 22   Test Case 6: Loss of access from SAN Volume Controller to back-end storage (part 3 of 3)
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Swingbench statistics (Test Case 6)
Table 8 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 8   Swingbench

Test Case 7: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure

This test case simulates a SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure.

Objective
Simulate the failure of a SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (both nodes down).

Failure inject method
Remove access to all ports on IOG0 by using switch zoning (Figure 23).

Figure 23   Test Case 7: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Replication reverses and suspend.
� Host I/O continues from host P2 at Site1 and host P3 at Site2.
� Front-end volume I/O from host P2 switches from IOG0 at Site1 to IOG1 at Site2. 
� Front-end volume I/O from host P3 remains on IOG1.

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 106,576

Average transactions per second 25.99

Maximum transaction rate 3,046

Total failed Transactions 1
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MPIO path state changes
� Active paths for host P2 paths fail over from preferred paths on IOG0 to preferred paths 

on IOG1. 

Host error recovery
Table 9 shows the host error recovery.

Table 9   Host error recovery

Interruption to I/O processing
A 77-second I/O pause occurs during replication suspend and host failover (Figure 24).

Figure 24   Test Case 7: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (part 2 of 3) 

Host Label Description

P2 FCP_ERR14 Name server reject due to device dropped from fabric

P2 SC_DISK_ERR4 Timeout

P2 SC_DISK_ERR4 No device response 

P2 SC_DISK_ERR7 Path failure
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Performance
� Read response time returns to nominal response times for Site2.
� Write response time drops due to suspension of mirroring (Figure 25).

Figure 25   Test Case 7: SAN Volume Controller I/O group failure (part 3 of 3) 

Swingbench statistics (Test Case 7)
Table 10 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 10   Swingbench

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 106,991

Average transactions per second 29.00 

Maximum transaction rate 3,448 

Total failed Transactions 0
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Test Case 8: RAC node failure

This test case simulates a RAC node failure.

Objective
Simulate the failure of an Oracle RAC node.    

Failure inject method
Halt AIX kernel on node P2 (Figure 26).

Figure 26   Test Case 8: RAC node failure (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Replication reverses when IOG1 meets greater than 75% criteria after I/O halts on IOG0.

MPIO path state changes
� None

Host error recovery
� Failed node is evicted from RAC cluster.
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Interruption to I/O processing
� A 20-second pause from RAC when node is evicted.
� A 28-second pause when replication reverses (Figure 27).

Figure 27   Test Case 8: RAC node failure (part 2 of 3)

Performance
Response times shift to nominal response times for Site2 after 7.5 minutes when the I/O 
distribution criteria is met and replication reverses. Response times are improved due to 
100% directed to optimal site. See Figure 28.

Figure 28   Test Case 8: RAC node failure (part 3 of 3)
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Swingbench statistics (Test Case 8)
Table 11 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 11   Swingbench

Test Case 9: Site failure

This test case simulates the failure of the entire site.

Objective
Simulate the failure of an entire site.

Failure inject method
Simultaneously remove access to all ports on IOG0 by using switch zoning and halt AIX 
kernel on node P2. See Figure 29.

Figure 29   Test Case 9: Site failure (part 1 of 3)

HyperSwap state changes 
� Replication reverses and suspends.

MPIO path state changes
� None

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 131,641

Average transactions per second 33.7

Maximum transaction rate 3,702

Total failed Transactions 1
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Host error recovery
� Failed node is evicted from RAC cluster.

Interruption to I/O processing
� A 57-second pause from RAC node eviction and replication suspend (Figure 30).

Figure 30   Test Case 9: Site failure (part 2 of 3)

Performance
� Response times drop due to replication suspension (Figure 31).

Figure 31   Test Case 9: Site failure (part 3 of 3)
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Swingbench statistics (Test Case 9)
Table 12 shows the Swingbench summary.

Table 12   Swingbench

Conclusion

The IBM HyperSwap feature of the SAN Volume Controller is an enterprise-class SAN-based 
technology that provides dual-site, active-active access to volumes. The sites can be 
co-located within the same physical data center or geographically dispersed across separate 
data centers at metro distances. This paper provided detailed examples of how HyperSwap 
provides a highly available active-active storage platform to provide high availability to Oracle 
databases in both active-passive and active-active configurations.

Parameters Value

Total completed transactions 109,371

Average transactions per second 29.07

Maximum transaction rate 3,251

Total failed Transactions 2
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